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By combining single-molecule tracking with bond-fluctuation model simulations, we show that
diffusion is intricately linked to molecular topology in blends of entangled linear and ring biopolymers,
namely DNA. Most notably, we find a previously unreported non-monotonic dependence of the selfdiffusion coefficient for linear DNA on the fraction of linear DNA comprising the ring-linear blend,
which we argue arises from a second-order effect of ring DNA molecules being threaded by varying
numbers of linear DNA molecules. Results address several debated issues regarding molecular
dynamics in biopolymer blends, which can be used to develop novel tunable biomaterials.

Introduction
Entangled polymers display complex diffusional transport
properties that are strongly dependent on molecular concentration, length, and topology. One such system of great interest is
DNA, which is not only an important biopolymer, but has also
served as a powerful model system for probing general polymer
physics questions.1–4 While most progress has focused on
monodisperse linear and branched polymers, blends of polymers
of varying lengths and topologies are favored in practical
materials engineering to effectively tune properties such as
miscibility, strain hardening, etc.5,6 Biological cells, which exhibit
remarkable mechanical properties, also contain a mixture of
nucleic acid and protein polymers of varying topologies.
The most powerful theoretical concept in entangled polymer
dynamics is the tube model, which postulates that each individual entangled polymer is effectively confined, by the
surrounding molecules, to diffuse in a tube-like region parallel to
its contour (i.e. reptation). While originally developed for polymer melts, the tube model has been successfully extended to
polymer solutions using ‘‘blob’’ theory,7–9 in which each chain is
divided into correlation blobs and the solution is modeled as a
melt of chains with monomer size (i.e. Kuhn length) equal to the
blob size. While the chain-end mediated process of reptation is
the foundation of much of our present understanding of the
dynamics of linear and branched polymers, extension of the tube
model to ring polymers, which have no ends by which to execute
standard reptation, is nontrivial and recognized as a major
challenge.10–27 Further, experimental data on entangled rings is
a
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highly conflicting13–15,23,28 due, in part, to the extreme difficulty of
synthesizing samples of purely ring polymers devoid of linear
contaminants,23,29 coupled with the fact that small quantities of
linear polymers appear to dramatically alter the rheological
properties of ring polymer melts.12,14,23,30 Nonetheless, blends of
linear and ring polymers hold great promise as viscoelastic
materials and fluids with highly tunable properties.
Recently, we used single-particle tracking to measure selfdiffusion coefficients of linear and ring DNA molecules in
solutions of entangled linear or ring DNA, and observed
dramatic effects of molecular topology.18,31 In these studies,
tracked linear or ring molecules were added to each solution at
essentially infinite dilution, so ‘‘tracer’’ diffusion coefficients in
entangled solutions of purely linear or purely ring DNA were
measured. Tracer diffusion coefficients exhibited a strong and
complex dependence on the topology of both the tracer and the
surrounding entangling molecules, and this dependence was most
dramatic for the longest molecular lengths and highest solution
concentrations examined (i.e. highest degree of entanglements).
Diffusion in blends containing significant fractions of both ring
and linear molecules (ring-linear blends) is expected to exhibit
even richer behavior.
In ring-linear (RL) blends, rings can become threaded by their
linear counterparts, in which case the only available diffusive
mechanism is predicted to be via the threading linear polymers
releasing their constraints by unthreading themselves (via
reptation).10,26,32,33 This constraint release process, for which
there is indirect experimental evidence,18,23,27 is much slower than
reptation. Several other ring polymer configurations have also
been conjectured in RL blends including once-threaded,
unthreaded-linear, and unthreaded-branched.10,16,26,33 Each
configuration relies on different diffusive mechanisms, but the
extent to which each configuration and diffusive process play a
role in RL blends is still debated.10,19,26,27
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Rheological studies have examined bulk properties of RL
blends such as viscosity, relaxation spectra and terminal relaxation times,12,14,23,24,30 attempting to test theoretical predictions.10,19,33 While previous studies have all found a larger than
expected rise in viscosity of ring polymer melts upon addition of
small amounts of linear polymers, the dependence of viscosity on
the fraction of linear polymers in the blend (fL) remains unclear.
Some experimental and simulation studies have reported a nonmonotonic dependence of viscosity on fL with a maximum
reached at fL z 0.5,34,35 while others have found that viscosity
consistently increased with fL, approaching but never surpassing
the value for a pure linear polymer melt.16,21 Rings have also been
shown to have shorter relaxation times and different relaxation
spectra than linear polymers of equal length.4,12,14,23,36 However,
the purity of the ring samples and extent to which the rings are
entangled in each of these studies remains controversial.
Molecular diffusion in RL blends has been examined in recent
experiments24,27,37–39 and simulations22,40 which have reported
conflicting results with multiple theoretical interpretations. Most
recently, NMR was used to measure the dependence of the
average blend self-diffusion (Dblend) and ring polymer selfdiffusion (DR) on fL. While DR decreased linearly with
increasing fL, Dblend showed a non-monotonic dependence on fL
with a minimum reached at fL z 70%.24 These results contrast
with previous findings reporting that blend composition has little
effect on diffusion in RL blends.11,41
Previously, we implemented a Monte Carlo simulation
approach to model RL blends, using a simple bond-fluctuation
model (BFM) with discretized polymers on a lattice. The
predictions of the model were consistent with our experimental
results described above.18,31 In addition, we predicted that the
self-diffusion coefficient for ring polymers (DR) would decrease
nonlinearly with the fraction of linear polymers in the blend
(fL), decreasing more rapidly at low fL and slowly reaching a
plateau at the highest fL.20 We also predicted that the linear
polymer self-diffusion coefficient (DL) would decrease at low fL
and reach what we believed to be a fL-independent plateau
around fL z 30%.
In this article, we present experimental and simulation results
that, for the first time, systematically characterize the effect of
molecular diffusion of both linear and ring molecules on blend
composition in entangled ring-linear blends.

Details of all experimental techniques used, briefly summarized below, have been thoroughly described in ref. 18, 31, 42 and
43. Double-stranded DNA molecules, with contour lengths of 11
and 45 kilobasepairs (kbp), corresponding to 3.74 mm (75
persistence lengths) and 15.3 mm (305 persistence lengths),
respectively, were prepared by replication of cloned plasmid and
fosmid constructs in E. coli, followed by extraction and purification. Restriction enzymes (BamHI, ApaI) and Topoisomerase
I were used to prepare linear and ring forms, respectively.
Blended solutions of varying weight fractions of linear and ring
DNA, in aqueous buffer (10 mM Tris–HCl (pH 8), 1 mM EDTA,
10 mM NaCl), with overall solution concentrations (c) of 0.1, 0.5
and 1.0 mg ml1 were prepared, as depicted in Fig. 1. A trace
amount (<103c) of linear or ring DNA (tracers), labeled with
YOYO-I (Invitrogen) for tracking, was mixed with the desired
blended DNA solution (see Fig. 1), and imaged with a fluorescence microscope using a 60 1.2 NA water-immersion objective. Note that because the tracer concentration is <1/1000 of the
overall solution concentration, the presence of the tracers can be
neglected when determining the overall solution concentration c
and the weight fraction of linear DNA in the blended solution
(fL). As reviewed in ref. 3, YOYO-I labeling slightly increases
both the persistence length and contour length of DNA by
1.34. However, the number of persistence lengths and basepairs
per persistence length remain unchanged. This small length
change is expected to have a minimal effect on the dynamics of
the tracer DNA,31,42 such that tracers are representative of the
unlabeled DNA of equal length and topology in the solution.
Images were captured at 10 frames per sec with a high-resolution
CMOS camera (Hamamatsu). Center-of-mass (x, y) coordinates
of >200 paths of different molecules were tracked, and the

Methods
We have chosen to use double-stranded DNA as our model
polymer for the described experiments, as DNA, beyond its
biological importance, has been well established as a model
system for probing fundamental questions in polymer
physics.1,3,4 Further, DNA is amenable to several experimental
techniques which are advantageous for the present studies
including preparation of ring constructs,23,29,42 fluorescentlabeling and single-molecule tracking of tracer molecules. While
DNA is less flexible than typical synthetic polymers, a wellaccepted notion in current polymer theory is that polymers of
varying chemical composition, length and flexibility, when scaled
according to the number of monomers or ‘‘blobs’’, exhibit
universal properties.7,9
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Fig. 1 Schematic of experimental parameter space probed for ringlinear DNA blends. To track the center-of-mass motion of single linear
molecules (to determine DL) in ring-linear blends, a trace amount of
fluorescent-labeled (green) linear tracer chains are embedded in entangled
solutions of ring (blue) and linear (red) DNA of varying solution
concentration (c) and linear chain fraction (fL). Concentration increases
from 0.1 mg ml1 (top row) to 1.0 mg ml1 (bottom row) and linear
fraction increases from 0 (left column) to 1 (right column). Identical
experiments are carried out using fluorescent-labeled ring tracers to
determine DR.
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Einstein relation hx2i ¼ hy2i ¼ 2Dt was used to determine
diffusion coefficients. Errors were estimated using the bootstrap
method.44
We used the lattice bond-fluctuation model to simulate ringlinear blends and predict molecular self-diffusivities. The
underlying protocol, which has been described and validated in
sufficient detail previously,20,22,40 involves placing and moving
beads corresponding to monomers of linear and ring polymers
on a simple cubic lattice, subject to the constraints of excluded
volume, bond non-crossability, and chain connectivity. The selfdiffusion coefficient is computed from the mean-squared
displacement of the center-of-mass of the polymers. In the BFM,
the number of beads per polymer N at a total fractional lattice
occupancy of f ¼ 0.5 is related to the number of Kuhn lengths per
polymer NK via N ¼ 0.83NK.45 Using blob theory, the effective
Kuhn length for concentrated solutions (i.e. the correlation blob
size) is calculated via Rg(c/c*)0.78, where Rg is the radius of
gyration and c* is the overlap concentration.4 Thus for the 45
kbp DNA at c ¼ 1 mg ml1 the blob size is 58 nm (NK ¼
263),42,43 and as such is equivalent to N ¼ 316 beads per polymer
at a total fractional lattice occupancy of f ¼ 0.5 in the BFM.20,31
We also performed simulations at f ¼ 0.25 (corresponding to c ¼
0.5 mg ml1) and f ¼ 0.05 (c ¼ 0.1 mg ml1). For each f, we
spanned 0 # fL # 1, adjusting the simulation box size and
number of replicas to ensure >500 molecules were used to estimate the self-diffusivity.

Results
Measured diffusion coefficients for linear and ring tracer DNA
molecules are plotted as a function of linear fraction fL in Fig. 2.
Molecular lengths and solution concentrations range from wellabove to well-below the critical concentration for entanglement
(ce), above which linear molecules exhibit reptation dynamics (ce
 0.4 mg ml1, 1.3 mg ml1 for 45 kbp, 11 kbp DNA,
respectively31).
For the 45 kbp DNA at c ¼ 1.0 mg ml1 (Fig. 2a) both DL and
DR are highest in a pure solution of rings (fL ¼ 0). DR decreases
rapidly as fL increases, dropping by a factor of 4 with only 20%
linear molecules, and by a factor of 8 at 40% linear DNA. For 0.4
< fL < 1, DR continues to monotonically drop, albeit with a
weaker fL dependence, reaching a minimum, 17 times slower
than DR(fL ¼ 0), at fL ¼ 1.
Interestingly, our results for DL display a non-monotonic
dependence on the linear fraction fL, steadily decreasing by a
factor of 3 as fL increases from 0 to 50%. As fL is further
increased DL steadily increases, almost doubling as fL increases
to 1. To our knowledge, such behavior was not anticipated by
any prior experimental or theoretical work.
At c ¼ 0.5 mg ml1 (Fig. 2b), trends similar to the 1.0 mg ml1
case are found for both DL and DR, although the dependence on
fL is weakened. DR decreases by a factor of 3 as fL increases
from 0 to 1, with a 2 reduction at fL ¼ 0.2. Likewise, DL
displays a modest non-monotonic dependence on fL, reaching a
minimum at fL ¼ 0.6.
For the lowest concentration (0.1 mg ml1, Fig. 2c), which is
well below the critical concentration for entanglement, both DL
and DR showed little dependence on blend composition,
demonstrating that the complex dependence of molecular
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012

Fig. 2 Measured self-diffusion coefficients vs. fraction of linear DNA
(fL) in ring-linear blends. Self-diffusion coefficients for ring (blue) and
linear (red) DNA in ring-linear blends at three overall solution concentrations, 0.1 mg ml1 (triangles), 0.5 mg ml1 (circles), and 1.0 mg ml1
(squares), and two molecular lengths, 45 kbp (solid lines) and 11 kbp
(dashed lines) are shown. The molecular lengths and solution concentrations displayed in each panel, (a), (b), and (c), are listed in the top left
corner of the corresponding panel. Insets show zoomed in plots for linear
DNA with appropriately adjusted y-axes.

diffusion on blend composition is due to molecular entanglements. Similar results were found for 4 shorter (11 kbp) DNA
at 1.0 mg ml1 (Fig. 2c); however the 11 kbp DNA does exhibit a
modest decrease in DR with fL similar to that of the entangled
blends discussed above but much weaker. As the 11 kbp, 1.0 mg
ml1 system is quite close to the critical concentration for
entanglement (ce 1.3 mg ml1), this small decrease is expected
as entanglements begin to form, and further demonstrates the
dependence of the results on molecular entanglements.
If our BFM simulations capture the essential physics, the
mapping between experimental diffusivities (mm2 s1) and BFM
diffusivities ((lattice units)2/(Monte Carlo Step)) is expected to be
proportional. Fig. 3 presents simulation and experiment results
on the same plot, normalized such that DL* ¼ DL(fL ¼ 1, c ¼ 1
mg ml1) ¼ DL(fL ¼ 1, f ¼ 0.5).
At the highest (f ¼ 0.5) and lowest (f ¼ 0.05) concentrations,
simulations match experimentally observed trends quite well
over the entire fL range. For the 0.5 mg ml1 (f ¼ 0.25) case,
experimental and simulation results show similar variations of
DL and DR with fL, however the magnitudes of the normalized
diffusion coefficients differ by a factor of 2. We believe this
discrepancy arises from the fact that this concentration is in the
crossover regime between entangled and dilute polymer
dynamics, where peculiarities of the BFM lattice are most
Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 9177–9182 | 9179

Fig. 3 Comparison between experiment and simulation results for selfdiffusion coefficients vs. linear fraction fL in ring-linear blends. Experiment (solid lines) and simulation (dashed lines) results are normalized by
DL* ¼ DL(fL ¼ 1, c ¼ 1 mg ml1) ¼ DL(fL ¼ 1, f ¼ 0.5). Symbols and
colors are as in Fig. 2.

apparent. For example, previous studies on ring polymers indicate that while both the experiments and the BFM exhibit a
crossover from Rouse scaling (DR  c0.5) to reptation scaling
(DR  c1.75), and agree in both the dilute (Rouse) and entangled
(reptation) regimes, there are noticeable differences in the location (ce  0.4 mg ml1 vs. fe  0.25) and sharpness of the transition.22,31 Future work will examine this discrepancy in more
detail, however it is outside the scope of the current study which
is focused on entangled ring-linear blends well above ce.
Importantly, the simulations also exhibit the experimentally
observed non-monotonic variation of DL(fL) at f ¼ 0.25 and f ¼
0.5. Because this feature is less prominent than the rapid initial
decrease of DR(fL), we previously noted that DL(fL) appeared to
plateau at fL  0.3 in our initial BFM studies.20 However, the
observed minimum in DL is significant as it is above the measured
error in both simulations and experiment. The non-monotonicity
is also evident in the autocorrelation of the end-to-end vector in
the simulations, which is defined as,
pL ðtÞ ¼

hRee ðtÞRee ð0Þi
Ree 2 ð0Þ

where Ree(t) is the end-to-end vector of a linear molecule at time
t, and the angular brackets represent an ensemble average over
all the linear chains in the system. We used the correlator algorithm, widely used in photon-correlation spectroscopy,46,47 which
allows us to compute pL(t) on the fly. Fig. 4 shows that as fL
increases, pL(t) initially decays more slowly. However, beyond a
certain fL, the trend reverses, and pL(t) decays more quickly as
fL increases.

Discussion
While the slowing of ring polymers at small fL, due to threading,
has received much attention, the non-monotonic variation of
DL(fL) has completely escaped notice. To gain further insight on
9180 | Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 9177–9182

Fig. 4 The decorrelation of the end-to-end vector of the linear chains at f
¼ 0.5 for different fL values (specified in the legend). The relaxation of
the end-to-end vector initially slows down as fL increases from 0.10 to
0.50, and then accelerates as fL increases from 0.50 to 1.00. These nonmonotonic fL-dependent dynamics are also evident in Fig. 3 and 5.

this feature, we extend the minimal constraint model previously
used to explain the variation of DR(fL).20
In the original model, we considered DR(fL) as a competition
between constraint release and pure diffusion, with the slower
process controlling the overall rate. Characteristic diffusional
decorrelation timescales can be defined via Di(fL) ¼ Rg,i2(fL)/
si(fL), where Rg is the radius of gyration, and i ¼ R (ring) or L
(linear). If we ignore the small variation of Rg with fL (as justified
by ref. 19, 35 and 40), and treat the polymers as Gaussian coils, the
original minimal constraint model can be rephrased as sR(fL) ¼
sR(fL ¼ 0) + sCR(fL), where the constraint release timescale sCR
depends on the number and mobility of the threading linear
chains. From primitive path analysis of simulation data, which
shrinks polymer contours without violating topological
constraints, we find that the average number of linear polymers
threading a ring is approximately fLZ,19,20 with Z being the
average number of entanglements per molecule in a purely linear
polymer melt. Hence, it is reasonable to approximate the Rouselike contribution as sCR(fL)  sL(fL) fLZ2, which leads to:
sR(fL) ¼ sR0 + c1fLZ2sL(fL),

(1)

where c1 is a constant, and si0 ¼ si(fL ¼ 0), and si1 ¼ si(fL ¼ 1)
for i ¼ R or L. This simplified relation has previously been
validated by experimental and simulation data.20
To extend this model to explain the variation of DL(fL), we
consider a simple empirical form for sL(fL), motivated by experimental findings on binary blends of linear polymers.48,49 When
extremely long linear chains with Z [ 1 are blended (at fraction
fL) with much shorter linear chains, the viscosity or longest
relaxation time of the long molecules sL(fL) roughly varies as:
sL(fL) z fL2sL1 + (1  fL2)s0Z2
where the time-constant s0 establishes the constraint-release
Rouse relaxation. By analogy, we hypothesize the following
simple form for ring-linear blends:
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012

sL(fL) ¼ fL2sL1 + (1  fL2)[c2sR(fL)Z2],

(2)

where the bracketed term crudely captures the threading of rings
via a constraint-release Rouse mechanism, and c2 is an adjustable
parameter. While this is a coarse simplification of complex
molecular dynamics, the idea here is simply to explore whether a
qualitatively plausible form can rationalize the observed trend.
Eqn (1) and (2) are coupled in sL(fL) and sR(fL), with two
undetermined dimensionless constants c1 and c2, which can be
determined by considering eqn (1) in the limit of fL ¼ 1, and eqn
(2) in the limit of fL ¼ 0, respectively. Thus, c1Z2 ¼ (sR1  sR0)/
(sL1), and c2Z2 ¼ sL0/sR0.
From the diffusivity data at fL ¼ 0 and fL ¼ 1, at 0.5 mg ml1
and 1.0 mg ml1, we find c1  c2  0.01. In particular, for the 45
kbp, 1 mg ml1 case with c1 ¼ 0.008, and c2 ¼ 0.012, in eqn (1)
and (2), we get Fig. 5, which qualitatively captures the nonmonotonic variation in sL(fL).
Numerical experimentation with the minimal constraint model
indicates that the shape of the curves and the location of the
maxima are sensitive to the values of c1 and c2. It also points to a
necessary criterion for observing the non-monotonic behavior in
sL(fL) clearly, viz. sR0/sL0 < 1 and sR1/sL1 > 1, requiring that
DL(fL) and DR(fL) crossover, as indeed seen in Fig. 2. This
criterion is satisfied at large N or high concentrations, where the
minimum in DL is observed most clearly. The model also suggests
that as sR1/sL1 [ 1 (perhaps at concentrations and lengths much
higher than those explored here), it might be possible to observe
minima in DR as well.
To try to understand the complex interplay of structure and
dynamics from a more intuitive standpoint,50 we first ask, ‘‘why
does sR increase monotonically with fL?’’ At low fL, a small
fraction of rings are threaded by linear polymers, and rendered
sharply less mobile, while the bulk of rings are unthreaded and
diffuse essentially freely. As fL increases, both the fraction of
threaded rings and the number of times a particular ring polymer
is threaded increases,19 causing sR(fL), which is an average over
all rings, to increase with fL. Beyond a certain fL, which depends
on Z and f, all rings are at least ‘‘once’’-threaded. The slowdown
in mobility is substantial when an unthreaded ring is threaded
once; it is less so when a once-threaded ring is threaded twice,
which qualitatively explains why the rate of increase in sR(fL)
tapers off in Fig. 5.

The non-monotonic variation in sL(fL) is more interesting.
Previous simulations using primitive path analysis, which indicates how the environment of constraints around a ‘‘test’’ linear
polymer varies with fL,19 demonstrate that the total number of
constraints on a linear test chain remains constant (ring
constraints decrease while linear constraints increase with fL).
We can combine this structural information with (i) the monotonic increase in sR(fL) and (ii) sR1 > sL1 to explain the nonmonotonicity in sL(fL).
At fL ¼ 1, the linear test chain is only constrained by
surrounding linear chains, all having a timescale sL1. As fL
decreases, at first, one of these constraining linear chains is
replaced by a ring polymer. In this regime (fL  1), sR(fL) > sL1
(Fig. 5), since the average ring is threaded multiple times. From
the standpoint of the test chain, it exchanged a more mobile
constraint with a less mobile one, causing sL(fL) to initially
increase as fL decreases from 1. Concurrently, however, sR(fL)
decreases with decreasing fL, as discussed above. The net effect is
that as fL decreases further, a larger fraction of the linear
constraints are replaced by rings (effect of structure) that are
themselves increasingly mobile (effect of dynamics). Thus, sR(fL)
and sL(fL) approach each other, and at a certain point sR(fL) ¼
sL(fL). Beyond this point, we begin exchanging less mobile linear
constraints with more mobile ring constraints. This is manifested
as a maximum in sL(fL) or a minimum in DL(fL).

Conclusion
In summary, we have combined single-molecule experiments
with simulation studies to systematically quantify the dependence of molecular diffusion on molecular topology and intermolecular entanglements in blends of linear and ring
biopolymers. Among our findings, we observed a previously
unreported and unpredicted non-monotonic dependence of
linear polymer diffusion on the fraction of linear polymers in the
blend, which we have shown can be explained as a second order
effect of the slowed diffusion of threaded rings in the blend.
Reported results, which resolve several debated issues in polymer
physics and chemistry, may also be used to tune novel
biopolymer materials and fluids to exhibit specific viscoelastic
properties.
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